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dyal’s hated and proud: ultras contra modernity. beginning with a fascinating exposé of the
lives of italian soccer fans, this vital and vigorous work winds up in a full-fledged critique of
modernity itself. whether or not you are a follower of sport, you might just find your perspective
radically changed by this
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who have always hated, searched and tailed you, an insane obsession to imprison you.
inglourious bastards! inglourious bastards! who are you? patriots without history! we are
different, (the) inglourious bastards! your dignity is preserved with a gun and if god exists, then
in hell you'll burn! taken, finally they have caught you, proud of
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suffer the misery of devils, were ultras, whigs and tories, republicans and federalists, aristo
hated, feared, and branded as radicals. they wore the epithet of radical as a badge of honor.
they fought for the right of
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the monthly magazine, written by runners for runners. and ultras, as well as 50, 75 and 100 of
each distance. a and i should be proud of it. i got asked in a questionnaire the other day ?why
do you participate in exercise?‘ and i ticked the standard ?to keep fit‘ box; but really, running
is about so much more than fitness; it
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